Commentary

Introduction

Today, in the United States, there is a strong public policy to "nudge" patients across all health care disciplines, to an active lifestyle to improve overall health and well-being. In the last several years we have seen an outpouring of work on behavioral economics, behaviorally informed policies, and "nudges," understood as interventions that encourage people to assume behaviors that presumably improve short and long-term health. This "nudging" includes the disclosure of important information about the risks of smoking, atherogenic diet, excess alcohol, and physical inactivity from the best evidence literature [1]. The rationale for the "nudges" is that robust physical activity and habitual exercise training are associated with a reduction in cardiovascular events and increased longevity [2,3]. The reason for the mounting interest in "nudges" should not be obscure; nations seek to address mounting social problems such as tobacco abuse, excess alcohol use, and obesity with tools that work and do not cost a great deal [4]. The promotional, health "nudges" are supported by the fact that low-level physical activity (sedentary patients) is responsible for 12% of cardiovascular mortality [5,6]. Inferentially, exercise is one of the principle modalities to reduce the risk of coronary heart disease and potentially cardiovascular premature death [7].

Succinctly stated, the credo and teachings of the health care community have been that exercise results in health benefits, but recent medical investigations have created pause for physicians, causing them to reconsider the exercise dogma. The pause occurred because recent studies suggest long-term and high-intensity exercise may increase the prevalence and severity of atherosclerotic heart disease among middle-aged patients [8,9]. The unknown is whether this finding of increased coronary atherosclerosis predicts adverse cardiovascular outcomes. These investigations unexpectedly revealed that there was a high prevalence of coronary artery calcifications and plaque in active patients. If we assume coronary calcification and plaque burden increase the risk for adverse cardiac events, these findings conflict with the notion that robust physical activity and habitual exercise training is associated with a reduction in cardiovascular events.

The paradigm predicament described above demands an inquiry into the following questions:
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Abstract

Introduction
The “availability heuristic” often plays a role in patient assessment of risk. Patients’ judgments about probability are often affected by whether a recent negative event is cognitively “available”, prompting an individual to overestimate the risk. If a risk is not cognitively available, they may well underestimate the risk (probability neglect). With respect to risks (smoking, food gorging, sedentary lifestyle), judgments are typically affected by the “availability heuristic”. An obese relative who smokes and dies, suddenly impacts how patients think about obesity and smoking. In the aftermath of an earthquake, the purchase of earthquake insurance skyrockets due to the salience of earthquakes, but it declines steadily as vivid memories recede. This same “availability heuristic” applies when a high-profile athlete dies on the athletic field, or when a relative or friend experiences a myocardial infarction, coronary artery bypass grafting, or sudden cardiac death. These points suggest that personal or highly publicized events are likely to lead to people being exceedingly fearful of statistically small risks; example: 9/11 and terrorism. Emotions play a large role; if people can visualize the “worst case scenario,” assessment of true probabilities will be crowded out by fear. There is a lesson here about how to attract public attention to a risk: make a vivid example of its occurrence highly salient to the community.

Understanding Risk Appraisal by the Community – Two Systems in the Mind

How do people respond to potential health risk? This is an important question that requires an in-depth exploration to help physicians develop strategies for counseling patients when assessing risk of adverse cardiovascular events. Social science describes the human mind as having two cognitive systems, System I and System II. System I am the automatic system, while System II is more deliberative and reflective. System I response occur fast. It is emotional and intuitive, responding on automatic pilot. It is driven by habits and is often referred to as “amygdala hijacking”. It has a lot of trouble with complexity. System II is deliberative and calculating. It thinks and considers probability calculations carefully and slowly – reflecting due diligence. It is a planner rather than a doer. It can handle complexity. System II recognizes we need to make trade-offs, and that we will, inevitably, be making decisions about the

Vigorous Exercise - Intuitions and Probability: Lessons from Behavioral Psychology and Economics

It is understandable that patients often lack, and struggle to understand, risk related information. They typically do not think about the nature and magnitude of risk at issue, and they may know little about the various consequences of risk reduction. Often assessment of risk, especially when the risk includes death, is handled with emotions and intuitive thinking. Most exercise facilities typically have the visually salient nudge: “Ask Your Doctor Before Starting Any Exercise Program” (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Before Starting Any Exercise Program.
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extent to employ various resources to understand and, hopefully reduce, risks, especially mortality risks.

A great deal of work suggests that people evaluate risks and benefits using the “availability heuristic” and through the “affect heuristic”. When the “affect heuristic” is at work, people assess benefits, costs, and probabilities not by running the numerical statistics, but by consulting their feelings (gut check). System I am doing all the work here.

What are these two Systems? In the case of cognitive conflict, which adjudicates? The best answer is that the idea of two systems is a simplification that is designed to distinguish automatic, effortless cognitive processing and more complex, effortful cognitive processing. System II must be executed when we try to assess whether the long-term benefits of an action (diagnostic testing, restricted/unrestricted activity) outweigh the long-term physical and financial costs. Type II thinking is critical when assessing the pre-test and post-test probabilities of an outcome and the benefits and risks of promoting or restricting activity, in physically active and sedentary patients [12].

**Does Physical Activity Make a Patient Prone or Protect Against the Development of Coronary Atherosclerosis?**

There are two related questions to address: Does robust exercise promote or reduce coronary artery calcification? The follow up question is even more important, if it promotes calcification does that calcification result in adverse cardiac events?

The development and progression of coronary artery disease is dependent upon many variables including phenotype to genotype expression, diet/nutrition, and physical activity [7]. Atherosclerosis is typically considered a disease of modern society that is composed of atherogenic diets and physical inactivity. A postmortem pathology study evaluated coronary atherosclerosis in men aged 30-60 years who died suddenly from accidents, homicide, and suicide [13]. This autopsy study designated the deceased patients as sedentary or physically active, based upon their occupations. The surprising and unexpected finding was that there was a similar degree of coronary atherosclerosis in the two groups. The findings were in contradistinction to the widespread convictions that exercise promote or reduce coronary artery calcification. The inference from this study was coronary atherosclerosis was independent of the level of physical activity [13]. To add fuel to the fire of this controversy, a case study of competitive, elite marathon runners revealed none of the runners had atherosclerosis, raising a conjecture that marathon runners may be immune to coronary atherosclerosis as they avoided tobacco, ate healthy diets, and habitually performed high levels of physical activity [14]. A contradictory small study series of 4 marathon runners who had died disclosed that all had coronary atherosclerosis, raising doubt to the hypothesis that running resulted in immunity to the development of coronary atherosclerosis [15].

These incongruous findings suggested that high levels of physical activity did not create immunity to coronary atherosclerosis. This dichotomy raised a concern as to how physicians should counsel patients engaged in vigorous physical activity and whether the medical community should even “nudge” sedentary patients to exercise.

**How Do We Non-Invasively Assess Coronary Atherosclerosis in Patients?**

We have new tools that do not require an autopsy or invasive procedures to assess coronary atherosclerosis in patients. Today coronary atherosclerosis is often measured non-invasively using a CT scan with or without contrast. A non-contrast CT scan allows quantification of coronary artery calcium by calculating a coronary artery calcium score (CAC score) [16].

The Agatston CAC score is calculated by multiplying the area of calcification by 1 through 4 depending on the density of the area and summing the scores of all slices. The density score is based upon the highest Hounsfield unit (HU) of the area with a density of score of 1 for HU 130 – 199, 2 for HU 200-299, 3 for HU 300-399, and 4 for HU 400 [17] (Table 1). CAC scoring only includes areas with a density > 130 HU and > 1 mm2. The CAC scoring is related to the calcium burden a predictor for cardiovascular disease (Table 2).

This model attempts to use CAD scoring as a surrogate for autopsy data to assess atherosclerotic burden and the potential risk for cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. The CAC score is the product of CAC area and density. Agatson score is most commonly used to risk stratify patients but there are some studies which have shown that higher CAC volume is associated with higher cardiovascular disease risk, whereas; higher CAC density is associated with lower risk thus giving us pause that a higher calcium score may not necessarily have a linear adverse correlation [18].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hounsfield Unit of area</th>
<th>Density score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>130-199</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200-299</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300-399</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 400</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAC score</th>
<th>Rate of cardiovascular Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-100</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;100-400</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 400</td>
<td>33.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Contrast enhanced coronary CT scanning (CTTA) allows the lumen of the coronary arteries to be imaged with precise assessment of plaque characteristics. This allows the separation of plaques into categories:

- Calcified plaque
- Non-calcified plaque
- Mixed calcified and non-calcified plaques

This classification allows potential prediction of cardiovascular risk [18,19]. CCTA assesses the degree of risk based upon the morphological features of the plaque with higher risk features being: 1) the plaque demonstrating the “napkin ring sign”, 2) evidence of positive remodeling of the plaque, 3) evidence of low attenuation plaque, and 4) spotting calcification of the plaque. These morphological features are all associated with adverse prognosis [19].

Despite the potential benefit of CAC scoring and CCTA, it must not be used indiscriminately. Because the use of CCTA uses radiation we must be certain that implementation requires careful assessment of the value of CCTA to the individual patient [20].

Is There a Defining Distinction between Atherosclerotic Plaque Characteristics in Sedentary and Active Patients?

As discussed above, there are studies that support the idea that active patients are not immune to coronary atherosclerosis [8, 21, 22] in contradistinction to the generally accepted assumption that coronary atherosclerosis would be less prevalent in physically active patients compared to a sedentary population. Collectively these studies suggest that calcium scores in robustly exercising patients may have comparable calcium scores to sedentary controls. This is perplexing given the fact that physical exercise and habitual exercise training are associated with reduced cardiovascular events and increased longevity [1-4]. These findings surface cognitive conflict regarding the role of exercise and risks associated with CAC scoring.

Examining the variation in plaque morphology identified in these two groups is the best way to rectify this discrepancy. Investigators identified a distinct difference in plaque morphology between the active and sedentary groups. Physically active patients had calcified plaque while the sedentary group had mostly mixed (calcified and non-calcified) plaques [23]. This raises the possibility that plaque morphology may be a discriminator between active patients and sedentary controls and may have implications for risk prediction [8]. The distinction between calcified plaque and mixed plaque appears to be critical to understanding how there can be an elevated CAC score in both physically active patients and sedentary patients, yet a difference in risk for adverse cardiac events.

This distinction is critical in our attempt to manage risk in active and sedentary patients of both genders. The gender difference is enigmatic and needs further investigation. Most patients in current studies have been males. This may be related to the fact that males have a higher prevalence of coronary atherosclerosis and a higher risk of sudden death during exercise [24]. Limited evidence is available, but current data suggest that the association between exercise and coronary atherosclerosis is weaker in active females compared to male athletes [25]. This needs further investigation.

Does Determination of Coronary Artery Calcification Influence Medical Counseling?

A typical medical assessment includes a detailed personal and family history and a comprehensive physical examination. Based upon the history and physical examination, the physician estimates a pre-test probability of coronary artery disease (Bayesian analysis), determining if an ECG and a stress test are indicated. This approach is compatible with the accepted national standard of care.

In a 2016 study, 318 middle-aged male, amateur athletes underwent a sports medical evaluation without any abnormalities identified in the history and physical examination. CT scanning and CCTA testing revealed 19% had a calcium score > 100 and/or > 50% stenosis of a coronary artery [26]. This raises the query whether asymptomatic active patients may have subclinical coronary atherosclerosis that is not detected during routine sports medical evaluation? If so, are they at increased risk of exercise-induced cardiac events?

Currently, CAC scoring among physically active patients is not recommended as a screening tool. The calculated number needed to screen with CAC scoring plus CCTA to prevent one cardiovascular event, defined as angina, myocardial infarction, coronary revascularization, resuscitated cardiac arrest, stroke, or cardiovascular death, within 5 years has been studied [26]. The estimated number needed to screen using only CAC scoring was n = 183 and n = 159 for CAC scoring plus CCTA. Thus, screening with CAC scoring and CCTA lacks feasibility when applying cost benefit analysis. Indiscriminate screening has the potential for unnecessary collateral testing. These indeterminate results put patients in risk purgatory with many unintended physical and psychological effects.

There are remaining unanswered questions regarding the relationship between exercise and coronary atherosclerosis: What is responsible for the development of coronary calcification in physically active patients? Does a similar Agatston score predict differential prognosis for physically active versus inactive individuals? Is there a dose related relationship between exercise and coronary calcification and what does that relationship look like? What role do other comorbidities, family history or ethnicity play in evaluating the coronary artery calcium score for clinical decision making? Further research will be needed to identify the mechanism for the development of coronary calcification and variable plaque morphology to more accurately risk stratify these different groups.

Patients’ Fears and Emotional Responses

Patients frequently bring a mindset of worst-case scenario thinking to the office visit. These patients can be characterized as “worst-case scenario entrepreneurs”. Their emotional concerns present to the physician with a zeal and passion that can be hard to curtail. Recent events in their personal lives have surfaced trepidation like the aftermath of the attacks on 9/11. For especially horrific outcomes, it is tempting for patients to think that a one percent chance should be treated as a certainty.
Recall that judgment about risks comes through two different pathways [27] Type I, automatic and Type II, deliberative. Often individual judgment is rooted in individual experience, such as the death of a sibling or a close relative (genetic underpinnings). Additionally, with social media someone else’s tragic outcome may have great salience due to high visibility. These are examples of Type I responses. Alternatively, judgments might emerge from Type II processing of statistical accounts of the role of cholesterol levels, exercise regimens, and testing modalities. While patient judgment is affected by both cognitive pathways, personal experience is typically far more effective in motivating behavior.

Current evidence suggests that the amygdala – located deep within the temporal lobes of the brain – makes people alert to health danger before the prefrontal cortex gets involved [28]. The important point is that patients have immediate and often-visceral reactions to presumed, life threatening health related situations, and the immediate reaction operates as a mental short cut before a more deliberative or analytic assessment of the underlying health issues.

A worst-case scenario that triggers System I is particularly likely to influence the conduct of patients. It might paralyze patients into a state of fear of dying. Once System II become involved through physician counseling, it hopefully will create a deliberative check, ensuring a conclusion that presume risks are insignificant. Physicians must be cognizant of the System I and System II thinking understanding patient responses to worst – case scenarios, and their susceptibility to excessive overreaction. Physicians need to help patients think more rationally about low-probability risks of sudden death, cancer, and dementia in this world of social media igniting public salience to these health-related issues. Ironically, extreme emotional responses and intense stresses may be more dangerous that the low risk potential of a worst-case scenario.

**Catastrophic Harm (Cardiac Morbidity/Mortality) Precautionary Principle**

Physicians must develop strategies to advise both patients with a mindset of worst-case scenario and patients with ‘probability neglect’, where patient have high risk features for cardiovascular disease (genetic predisposition, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, diabetes, smoking, and obesity) and a high probability for coronary artery disease, but ignore their statistical risk for life threatening events.

We have discussed the asymptomatic, actively exercising patient worst-case scenario thought process in detail. They must be shifted from System I to System II and educated that their level of risk is extremely small and taught that maintaining their present low risk requires adherence to strict risk factor management, heart healthy eating, and routine aerobic exercise.

The ‘probability neglect’ subset of patients has a high-risk profile through genetics, risks factors, and lifestyle decisions. When risks have catastrophic, worst-case scenarios, it makes sense to take special measures to eliminate those risks. Most worst-case scenarios have an element of irreversibility (death). Special precautions should be taken to avoid irreversible harms, (lifestyle modifications and medications) that go well beyond those that would be taken if irreversibility were not a problem.

Often patients see future medical procedures as “futures options”, albeit their “insurance” they believe they do not need to alter their current activities because they will have their “futures options” of coronary stenting, coronary bypass surgery, automatic implantable defibrillators, and cardiac transplantation. It is imperative that physicians educate patients about the limitations of invoking their “futures options”, which have associated risk and limited long-term benefits. Choosing the route of “future options” may adversely affect the patient and the patient’s family because of the risks of the procedures and the often-limited extent of benefit. These procedures should be limited to a last-ditch approach when all attempts at prevention fail.

**Does the Law Impact Medical Risk Assessment for Active and Sedentary Patients?**

As in all patients, the law does have a role in management of these patients. The law is a physician’s ally when it comes to managing these patients. It demands that physicians meet the standard of care through an adherence to the standards of medical informed consent. Medical informed consent is ethically, morally, and legally mandated by the fiduciary responsibilities flowing from the patient-physician relationship [29].

Physicians have an ethical responsibility to identify the best treatments for each patient based on available medical evidence and to discuss with patients the potential benefits and risks. They must allow for patients’ questions about the proposed treatments, benefits, and risks and must answer those questions from the available medical literature and their professional experience. This exchange of information and ideas is the foundation of the patient-physician partnership and promotes informed decision making in the most complex medical situations. This exchange requires an understanding of System II deliberation to counterbalance System I reactive tendencies when making healthcare related decisions.

**Based Upon Medical Probabilities, Behavioral Psychology, and Legal Tenets How Should Physicians Manage Active and Sedentary Patients?**

The physician assessment should take into consideration the patient’s concerns and medical risks for cardiovascular disease. Even if the patient presents with System I am thinking, the physician must evaluate the potential fear, anxiety or misinformation that is leading to the conclusions that the patient has drawn. With empathy, objectivity, and in-depth discussion the conversation can be directed to incorporate the objectivity and thoughtfulness of System II thinking. (Figure 2).

The evaluation and any proposed treatment must be based on the patient’s risk for cardiovascular disease, based upon a comprehensive, personal, and family history, and comprehensive physical examination. Through education and choice architecture patients should be counseled and “nudged” to manage risk factors: including blood pressure, lipid status, blood sugar levels, weight control, and smoking cessation.

With either classical symptoms of angina pectoris or atypical symptoms, such as reduced exercise tolerance, shortness of breath or fatigue, additional testing should be considered. The decision to test depends upon a synthesis of symptoms, risk
factors, and physical examination findings used to determine the Bayesian pre-test probability for coronary artery disease. If that Bayesian assessment suggests moderate probability for coronary artery disease, initial testing may include ECG and exercise stress testing like the general population.

Although there are no specific guidelines when to pursue CAC scoring or CCTA, these testing modalities should not be used in asymptomatic patients without a high-risk cardiovascular profile. CAC scoring and CCTA use should be carefully considered for high-risk asymptomatic cardiac patients and symptomatic patients. Widespread use of CAC scoring and CCTA has the potential for many unintended physical and psychological consequences.

What about the patient that presents with CAC scoring and CCTA data from the outside? How do physicians proceed? In the setting of asymptomatic patients that are exercising at a robust level, this outside data can be difficult to cognitively process for patients and makes counseling more difficult as physicians must take the time to educate the patient about the best available medical evidence in relationship to the CAC scoring and CCTA findings.

So, how do you treat an asymptomatic, active patient who brings from the outside an elevated CAC score and CCTA results showing plaque? If the plaque is calcified a pragmatic approach is to maximize treatment of risk factors, encourage continued exercise, prudent diet, and reporting of any symptoms [30-32].

If the plaque is non-calcified CCTA is used to evaluate anatomy including coronary stenosis, plaque morphology and number and location of plaques. In the setting of stenosis > 50% and mixed morphology plaque we recommend functional testing for ischemia and again treatment of all risk factors. Coronary angiography is not recommended in the setting of an asymptomatic patient unless the physician deems the burden of ischemia is large. If ischemia occurs at a certain blood pressure and heart rate product the patient can be counseled to exercise below that threshold, thus, reducing the potential for ischemia. Currently there is no evidence that stenting will increase life expectancy in asymptomatic patients.

The standard of care requires physicians to educate patients regarding the available data on the benefits of exercise for their cardiovascular health and well-being. (Table 3) Physicians must allow for patients’ questions about the proposed treatments,
benefits, and risks and must answer those questions from the available medical literature and their professional experience [33]. This exchange of information and ideas is the foundation of the patient-physician partnership and promotes informed decision making in the most complex medical situations. This conversation should hopefully “nudge” patients to improve their lifestyle decisions to increased physical activity. We must equate present health values and future health values. In the financial world we have a deep understanding of present value, interest rate, and future values. That is why we all invest in our retirement fund, and our country developed a safety net called social security. The questions we all must confront is do we invest in a health retirement fund? how much are people willing to invest in their health today to develop a safety net that potentially reduces future health risk?

**Conclusion**

Generally robust physical activity and habitual exercise training are associated with a reduction in cardiovascular events1-3 and increased longevity. Despite recent evidence suggesting that robust exercise may result in increased coronary atherosclerosis, patients should be “nudged” to continue to exercise as exercise has been associated with decreased cardiovascular events and increased longevity.

The apparent paradox of coronary atherosclerosis occurring in active patients not experiencing cardiovascular events may be rectified by the fact that those undergoing CAC scoring and CCTA have increased calcium without malignant plaque morphology. If there is identification of abnormal plaque morphology it may be prudent to pursue functional testing. As we progress scientifically it is essential that we further investigate the underlying mechanisms, clinical relevance, and optimal management of coronary atherosclerosis in asymptomatic active and sedentary adults.

Presently, it is critical to apply System II thinking when considering the management of asymptomatic active and sedentary patients. The available data strongly supports physical activity and “nudging” all patients after comprehensive history and physical, to engage in risk factor modification and daily physical activity. Doing so, while practicing informed consent, should meet the standard of care and limit any potential for allegations of negligence.
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